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Mark, sixteen and a genial eleventh-grader, rides a bus to Franklin High School,
arriving at 7:25. It is an Assembly Day, so the schedule is adapted to allow for a meeting
of the entire school. He hangs out with his friends, first outside school and then inside, by
his locker. He carries a pile of textbooks and notebooks; in all, it weighs eight and a half
pounds.
From 7:30 to 8:19, with nineteen other students, he is in Room 304 for English class.
The Shakespeare play being read this year by the eleventh grade is Romeo and Juliet. The
teacher, Ms. Viola, has various students in turn take parts and read out loud. Periodically,
she interrupts the (usually halting) recitations to ask whether the thread of the
conversation in the play is clear. Mark is entertained by the stumbling readings of some
of his classmates. He hopes he will not be asked to be Romeo, particularly if his current
steady, Sally, is Juliet. There is a good deal of giggling in class, and much attention paid
to who may be called on next. Ms. Viola reminds the class of a test on this part of the
play to be given next week.
The bell rings at 8:19. Mark goes to the boys’ room, where he sees a classmate who
he thinks is a wimp but who constantly tries to be a buddy. Mark avoids the leech by
rushing off. On the way, he notices two boys engaged in some sort of transaction,
probably over marijuana. He pays them no attention. 8:24. Typing class. The rows of
desks that embrace big office machines are almost filled before the bell. Mark is
uncomfortable here: typing class is girl country. The teacher constantly threatens what to
Mark is a humiliatingly female future: “Your employer won’t like these erasures.” The
minutes during the period are spent copying a letter from a handbook onto business
stationery. Mark struggles to keep from looking at his work; the teacher wants him to

watch only the material from which he is copying. Mark is frustrated, uncomfortable, and
scared that he will not complete his letter by the class’s end, which would be
embarrassing.
Nine tenths of the students present at school that day are assembled in the auditorium
by the 9:18 bell. The dilatory tenth still stumble in, running down aisles. Annoyed class
deans try to get the mob settled. The curtains part; the program is a concert by a student
rock group. Their electronic gear flashes under the lights, and the five boys and one girl
in the group work hard at being casual. Their movements on stage are studiously at
three-quarter time, and they chat with one another as though the tumultuous screaming of
their schoolmates were totally inaudible. The girl balances on a stool; the boys crank up
the music. It is very soft rock, the sanitized lyrics surely cleared with the assistant
principal. The girl sings, holding the mike close to her mouth, but can scarcely be heard.
Her light voice is tentative, and the lyrics indecipherable. The guitars, amplified, are
tuneful, however, and the drums are played with energy.
The students around Mark — all juniors, since they are seated by
class — alternately slouch in their upholstered, hinged seats, talking to one another, or sit
forward, leaning on the chair backs in front of them, watching the band. A boy near Mark
shouts noisily at the microphone-fondling singer, “Bite it . . . ohhh,” and the area around
Mark explodes in vulgar male laughter, but quickly subsides. A teacher walks down the
aisle. Songs continue, to great applause. Assembly is over at 9:46, two minutes early.
9:53 and biology class. Mark was at a different high school last year and did not take
this course there as a tenth-grader. He is in it now, and all but one of his classmates are a
year younger than he. He sits on the side, not taking part in the chatter that goes on after
the bell. At 9:57, the public address system goes on, with the announcements of the day.
After a few words from the principal (“Here’s today’s cheers and jeers . . .” with a
cheer for the winning basketball team and a jeer for the spectators who made a ruckus at
the gymnasium), the task is taken over by officers of ASB (Associated Student Bodies).
There is an appeal for “bat bunnies.” Carnations are for sale by the Girls’ League. Miss
Indian American is coming. Students are auctioning off their services (background
catcalls are heard) to earn money for the prom. Nominees are needed for the ballot for
school bachelor and school bachelorette. The announcements end with a “thought for the
day. When you throw a little mud, you lose a little ground.”
At 10:04 the biology class finally turns to science. The teacher,
Mr. Robbins, has placed one of several labeled laboratory specimens — some are pinned
in frames, others swim in formaldehyde — on each of the classroom’s eight laboratory
tables. The three or so students whose chairs circle each of these benches are to study the
specimen and make notes about it or drawings of it. After a few minutes each group of
three will move to another table. The teacher points out that these specimens are of
organisms already studied in previous classes. He says that the period-long test set for the

following day will involve observing some of these specimens — then to be without
labels — and writing an identifying paragraph on each. Mr. Robbins points out that some
of the printed labels ascribe the specimens names different from those given in the
textbook. He explains that biologists often give several names to the same organism.
The class now falls to peering, writing, and quiet talking. Mr. Robbins comes over to
Mark, and in whispered words asks him to carry a requisition form for science
department materials to the business office. Mark, because of his “older” status, is usually
chosen by Robbins for this kind of errand. Robbins gives Mark the form and a green hall
pass to show to any teacher who might challenge him, on his way to the office, for being
out of a classroom. The errand takes Mark four minutes. Meanwhile Mark’s group is hard
at work but gets to only three of the specimens before the bell rings at 10:42. As the
students surge out, Robbins shouts a reminder about a “double” laboratory period on
Thursday.
Between classes one of the seniors asks Mark whether he plans to be a candidate for
schoolwide office next year. Mark says no. He starts to explain. The 10:47 bell rings,
meaning that he is late for French class.
There are fifteen students in Monsieur Bates’s language class. He hands out tests
taken the day before: “C’est bien fait, Etienne . . . c’est mieux, Marie . . . Tch, tch, Robert
. . .” Mark notes his C and peeks at the A in front of Susanna, next to him. The class has
been assigned seats by M. Bates; Mark resents sitting next to prissy, brainy Susanna.
Bates starts by asking a student to read a question and give the correct answer. “James,
question un.” James haltingly reads the question and gives the answer that Bates, now
speaking English, says is incomplete. In due course: “Mark, question cinq.” Mark does
his bit, and the sequence goes on, the eight quiz questions and answers filling about
twenty minutes of time.
“Turn to page forty-nine. Maintenant, lisez après moi . . .” and Bates reads a sentence
and has the class echo it. Mark is embarrassed by this and mumbles with a barely audible
sound. Others, like Susanna, keep the decibel count up, so Mark can hide. This
I-say-you-repeat drill is interrupted once by the public address system, with an
announcement about a meeting for the cheerleaders. Bates finishes the class, almost
precisely at the bell, with a homework assignment. The students are to review these
sentences for a brief quiz the following day. Mark takes note of the assignment, because
he knows that tomorrow will be a day of busy-work in French class. Much though he
dislikes oral drills, they are better than the workbook stuff that Bates hands out. Write,
write, write, for Bates to throw away, Mark thinks.
11:36. Down to the cafeteria, talking noisily, hanging, munching. Getting to room
104 by 12:17: U.S. history. The teacher is sitting cross-legged on his desk when Mark
comes in, heatedly arguing with three students over the fracas that had followed the
previous night’s basketball game. The teacher, Mr. Suslovic, while agreeing that the

spectators from their school certainly were provoked, argues that they should neither
have been so obviously obscene in yelling at the opposing cheerleaders nor have allowed
Coke cans to be rolled out on the floor. The three students keep saying that “it isn’t fair.”
Apparently they and some others had been assigned “Saturday mornings” (detentions) by
the principal for the ruckus.
At 12:34, the argument appears to subside. The uninvolved students, including Mark,
are in their seats, chatting amiably. Mr. Suslovic climbs off his desk and starts talking:
“We’ve almost finished this unit, chapters nine and ten . . .” The students stop chattering
among themselves and turn toward Suslovic. Several slouch down in their chairs. Some
open notebooks. Most have the five-pound textbook on their desks.
Suslovic lectures on the cattle drives, from north Texas to railroads west of St. Louis.
He breaks up this narrative with questions (“Why were the railroad lines laid largely east
to west?”), directed at nobody in particular and eventually answered by Suslovic himself.
Some students take notes. Mark doesn’t. A student walks in the open door, hands Mr.
Suslovic a list, and starts whispering with him. Suslovic turns from the class and hears
out this messenger. He then asks, “Does anyone know where Maggie Sharp is?”
Someone answers, “Sick at home”; someone else says, “I thought I saw her at lunch.”
Genial consternation. Finally Suslovic tells the messenger, “Sorry, we can’t help you,”
and returns to the class: “Now, where were we?” He goes on for some minutes. The bell
rings. Suslovic forgets to give the homework assignment.
1:11 and Algebra II. There is a commotion in the hallway: someone’s locker is
rumored to have been opened by the assistant principal and a narcotics agent. In the
five-minute passing time, Mark hears the story three times and three ways. A locker had
been broken into by another student. It was Mr. Gregory and a narc. It was the cops, and
they did it without Gregory’s knowing. Mrs. Ames, the mathematics teacher, has not
heard anything about it. Several of the nineteen students try to tell her and start arguing
among themselves. “O.K., that’s enough.” She hands out the day’s problem, one sheet to
each student. Mark sees with dismay that it is a single, complicated “word” problem
about some train that, while traveling at 84 mph, due west, passes a car that was going
due east at 55 mph. Mark struggles: Is it d 
 rt or t  rd? The class becomes quiet,
writing, while Mrs. Ames writes some additional, short problems on the blackboard.
“Time’s up.” A sigh; most students still writing. A muffled “Shit.” Mrs. Ames frowns.
“Come on, now.” She collects papers, but it takes four minutes for her to corral them all.
“Copy down the problems from the board.” A minute passes. “William, try number
one.” William suggests an approach. Mrs. Ames corrects and cajoles, and William finally
gets it right. Mark watches two kids to his right passing notes; he tries to read them, but
the handwriting is illegible from his distance. He hopes he is not called on, and he isn’t.
Only three students are asked to puzzle out an answer. The bell rings at 2:00. Mrs. Ames
shouts a homework assignment over the resulting hubbub.

Mark leaves his books in his locker. He remembers that he has homework, but figures
that he can do it during English class the next day. He knows that there will be an in-class
presentation of one of the Romeo and Juliet scenes and that he will not be in it. The
teacher will not notice his homework writing, or won’t do anything about it if she does.
Mark passes various friends heading toward the gym, members of the basketball
teams. Like most students, Mark isn’t an active school athlete. However, he is associated
with the yearbook staff. Although he is not taking “Yearbook” for credit as an English
course, he is contributing photographs. Mark takes twenty minutes checking into the
yearbook staff’s headquarters (the classroom of its faculty adviser) and getting some
assignments of pictures from his boss, the senior who is the photography editor. Mark
knows that if he pleases his boss and the faculty adviser, he’ll take that editor’s post for
the next year. He’ll get English credit for his work then.
After gossiping a bit with the yearbook staff, Mark will leave school by 2:35 and go
home. His grocery market bagger’s job is from 4:45 to 8:00, the rush hour for the store.
He’ll have a snack at 4:30, and his mother will save him some supper to eat at 8:30. She
will ask whether he has any homework, and he’ll tell her no. Tomorrow, and virtually
every other tomorrow, will be the same for Mark, save for the lack of the assembly: each
period then will be five minutes longer.
Most Americans have an uncomplicated vision of what secondary education should
be. Their conception of high school is remarkably uniform across the country, a striking
fact, given the size and diversity of the United States and the politically decentralized
character of the schools. This uniformity is of several generations’ standing. It has,
however, two appearances, each quite different from the other, one of words and the
other of practice, a world of political rhetoric and Mark’s world.
A California high school’s general goals, set out in 1979, could serve equally well
most of America’s high schools, public and private. This school had as its ends:
• Fundamental scholastic achievement . . . to acquire knowledge and share in the
traditionally academic fundamentals . . . to develop the ability to make decisions,
to solve problems, to reason independently, and to accept responsibility for
self-evaluation and continuing self-improvement.
• Career and economic competence . . .
• Citizenship and civil responsibility . . .
• Competence in human and social relations . . .
• Moral and ethical values . . .
• Self-realization and mental and physical health . . .
• Aesthetic awareness . . .

• Cultural diversity . . .1
In addition to its optimistic rhetoric, what distinguishes this list is its comprehensiveness.
The high school is to touch most aspects of an adolescent’s existence — mind, body,
morals, values, career. No one of these areas is given especial prominence. School people
arrogate to themselves an obligation to all.
An example of the wide acceptability of these goals is found in the courts. Forced to
present a detailed definition of “thorough and efficient education,” elementary as well as
secondary, a West Virginia judge sampled the best of conventional wisdom and
concluded that
there are eight general elements of a thorough and efficient system of education: (a)
Literacy, (b) The ability to add, subtract, multiply, and divide numbers, (c)
Knowledge of government to the extent the child will be equipped as a citizen to
make informed choices among persons and issues that affect his own governance,
(d) Self-knowledge and knowledge of his or her total environment to allow the
child to intelligently choose life work — to know his or her options, (e)
Work-training and advanced academic training as the child may intelligently
choose, (f) Recreational pursuits, (g) Interests in all creative arts such as music,
theater, literature, and the visual arts, and (h) Social ethics, both behavioral and
abstract, to facilitate compatibility with others in this society.2
That these eight — now powerfully part of the debate over the purpose and practice of
education in West Virginia — are reminiscent of the influential list, “The Seven Cardinal
Principles of Secondary Education,” promulgated in 1918 by the National Education
Association, is no surprise.3 The rhetoric of high school purpose has been uniform and
consistent for decades. Americans agree on the goals for their high schools.
That agreement is convenient, but it masks the fact that virtually all the words in these
goal statements beg definition. Some schools have labored long to identify specific
criteria beyond them; the result has been lists of daunting pseudospecificity and numbing
earnestness. However, most leave the words undefined and let the momentum of
traditional practice speak for itself. That is why analyzing how Mark spends his time is
important: from watching him one uncovers the important purposes of education, the
ones that shape practice. Mark’s day is similar to that of other high school students across
the country, as similar as the rhetoric of one goal statement to others’. Of course, there
are variations, but the extent of consistency in the shape of school routine for a large and
diverse adolescent population is extraordinary, indicating more graphically than any
rhetoric the measure of agreement in America about what one does in high school, and,
by implication, what it is for.

The basic organizing structures in schools are familiar. Above all, students are
grouped by age (that is, freshman, sophomore, junior, senior), and all are expected to take
precisely the same time — around 720 school days over four years, to be precise — to
meet the requirements for a diploma. When one is out of his grade level, he can feel odd,
as Mark did in his biology class. The goals are the same for all, and the means to achieve
them are also similar.
Young males and females are treated remarkably alike; the schools’ goals are the
same for each gender. In execution, there are differences, as those pressing sex
discrimination suits have made educators intensely aware. The students in metalworking
classes are mostly male; those in home economics, mostly female. But it is revealing how
much less sex discrimination there is in high schools than in other American institutions.
For many young women, the most liberated hours of their week are in school.
School is to be like a job: you start in the morning and end in the afternoon, five days
a week. You don’t get much of a lunch hour, so you go home early, unless you are an
athlete or are involved in some special school or extracurricular activity. School is
conceived of as the children’s workplace, and it takes young people off parents’ hands
and out of the labor market during prime-time work hours. Not surprisingly, many
students see going to school as little more than a dogged necessity. They perceive the
day-to-day routine, a Minnesota study reports, as one of “boredom and lethargy.” One of
the students summarizes: School is “boring, restless, tiresome, puts ya to sleep, tedious,
monotonous, pain in the neck.”4
The school schedule is a series of units of time: the clock is king. The base time block
is about fifty minutes in length. Some schools, on what they call modular scheduling,
split that fifty-minute block into two or even three pieces. Most schools have double
periods for laboratory work, especially in the sciences, or four-hour units for the small
numbers of students involved in intensive vocational or other work-study programs. The
flow of all school activity arises from or is blocked by these time units. “How much time
do I have with my kids” is the teacher’s key question.
Because there are many claims for those fifty-minute blocks, there is little time set
aside for rest between them, usually no more than three to ten minutes, depending on how
big the school is and, consequently, how far students and teachers have to walk from
class to class. As a result, there is a frenetic quality to the school day, a sense of sustained
restlessness. For the adolescents, there are frequent changes of room and fellow students,
each change giving tempting opportunities for distraction, which are stoutly resisted by
teachers. Some schools play soft music during these “passing times,” to quiet the
multitude, one principal told me.
Many teachers have a chance for a coffee break. Few students do. In some city
schools where security is a problem, students must be in class for seven consecutive
periods, interrupted by a heavily monitored twenty-minute lunch period for small groups,

starting as early as 10:30 a.m. and running to after 1:00 p.m. A high premium is placed
on punctuality and on “being where you’re supposed to be.” Obviously, a low premium is
placed on reflection and repose. The students rush from class to class to collect
knowledge. Savoring it, it is implied, is not to be done much in school, nor is such
meditation really much admired. The picture that these familiar patterns yield is that of an
academic supermarket. The purpose of going to school is to pick things up, in an
organized and predictable way, the faster the better.
What is supposed to be picked up is remarkably consistent among all sorts of high
schools. Most schools specifically mandate three out of every five courses a student
selects. Nearly all of these mandates fall into five areas — English, social studies,
mathematics, science, and physical education. On the average, English is required to be
taken each year, social studies and physical education three out of the four high school
years, and mathematics and science one or two years. Trends indicate that in the
mid-eighties there is likely to be an increase in the time allocated to these last two
subjects. Most students take classes in these four major academic areas beyond the
minimum requirements, sometimes in such special areas as journalism and “yearbook,”
offshoots of English departments.5
Press most adults about what high school is for, and you hear these subjects listed.
High school? That’s where you learn English and math and that sort of thing. Ask
students, and you get the same answer. High school is to “teach” these “subjects.”
What is often absent is any definition of these subjects or any rationale for them.
They are just there, labels. Under those labels lie a multitude of things. A great deal of
material is supposed to be “covered”; most of these courses are surveys, great sweeps of
the stuff of their parent disciplines.
While there is often a sequence within subjects — algebra before trigonometry,
“first-year” French before “second-year” French — there is rarely a coherent relationship
or sequence across subjects. Even the most logically related matters — reading ability as
a precondition for the reading of history books, and certain mathematical concepts or
skills before the study of some of physics — are only loosely coordinated, if at all. There
is little demand for a synthesis of it all; English, mathematics, and the rest are discrete
items, to be picked up individually. The incentive for picking them up is largely through
tests and, with success at these, in credits earned.
Coverage within subjects is the key priority. If some imaginative teacher makes a
proposal to force the marriage of, say, mathematics and physics or to require some
culminating challenges to students to use several objects in the solution of a complex
problem, and if this proposal will take “time” away from other things, opposition is
usually phrased in terms of what may be thus forgone. If we do that, we’ll have to give up
colonial history. We won’t be able to get to programming. We’ll not be able to read
Death of a Salesman. There isn’t time. The protesters usually win out.

The subjects come at a student like Mark in random order, a kaleidoscope of worlds:
algebraic formulae to poetry to French verbs to Ping-Pong to the War of the Spanish
Succession, all before lunch. Pupils are to pick up these things. Tests measure whether
the picking up has been successful.
The lack of connection between stated goals, such as those of the California high
school cited earlier, and the goals inherent in school practice is obvious and, curiously,
tolerated. Most striking is the gap between statements about “self-realization and mental
and physical growth” or “moral and ethical values” — common rhetoric in school
documents — and practice. Most physical education programs have neither the time nor
the focus really to ensure fitness. Mental health is rarely defined. Neither are ethical
values, save at the negative extremes, such as opposition to assault or dishonesty.
Nothing in the regimen of a day like Mark’s signals direct or implicit teaching in this
area. The “school boy code” (not ratting on a fellow student) protects the marijuana
pusher, and a leechlike associate is shrugged off without concern. The issue of the locker
search was pushed aside, as not appropriate for class time.
Most students, like Mark, go to class in groups of twenty to twenty-seven students.
The expected attendance in some schools, particularly those in low-income areas, is
usually higher, often thirty-five students per class, but high absentee rates push the actual
numbers down. About twenty-five per class is an average figure for expected attendance,
and the actual numbers are somewhat lower. There are remarkably few students who go
to class in groups much larger or smaller than twenty-five.6
A student such as Mark sees five or six teachers per day; their differing styles and
expectations are part of his kaleidoscope. High school staffs are highly specialized:
guidance counselors rarely teach mathematics, mathematics teachers rarely teach English,
principals rarely do any classroom instruction. Mark, then, is known a little bit by a
number of people, each of whom sees him in one specialized situation. No one may know
him as a “whole person” — unless he becomes a special problem or has special needs.
Save in extracurricular or coaching situations, such as in athletics, drama, or shop
classes, there is little opportunity for sustained conversation between student and teacher.
The mode is a one-sentence or two-sentence exchange: Mark, when was Grover
Cleveland president? Let’s see, was 1890 . . . or something . . . wasn’t he the one . . . he
was elected twice, wasn’t he . . . Yes . . . Gloria, can you get the dates right? Dialogue is
strikingly absent, and as a result the opportunity of teachers to challenge students’ ideas
in a systematic and logical way is limited. Given the rushed, full quality of the school
day, it can seldom happen. One must infer that careful probing of students’ thinking is
not a high priority. How one gains (to quote the California school’s statement of goals
again) “the ability to make decisions, to solve problems, to reason independently, and to
accept responsibility for self-evaluation and continuing self-improvement” without being

challenged is difficult to imagine. One certainly doesn’t learn these things merely from
lectures and textbooks.
Most schools are nice places. Mark and his friends enjoy being in theirs. The adults
who work in schools generally like adolescents. The academic pressures are limited, and
the accommodations to students are substantial. For example, if many members of an
English class have jobs after school, the English teacher’s expectations for them are
adjusted, downward. In a word, school is sensitively accommodating, as long as students
are punctual, where they are supposed to be, and minimally dutiful about picking things
up from the clutch of courses in which they enroll.
This characterization is not pretty, but it is accurate, and it serves to describe the vast
majority of American secondary schools. “Taking subjects” in a systematized,
conveyer-belt way is what one does in high school. That this process is, in substantial
respects, not related to the rhetorical purposes of education is tolerated by most people,
perhaps because they do not really either believe in those ill-defined goals or, in their
heart of hearts, believe that schools can or should even try to achieve them. The students
are happy taking subjects. The parents are happy, because that’s what they did in high
school. The rituals, the most important of which is graduation, remain intact. The
adolescents are supervised safely and constructively most of the time, during the morning
and afternoon hours, and they are off the labor market. That is what high school is all
about.

